As the sun goes down, the Market’s bars and theaters come to life, offering an exciting array of live dance, music and entertainment. From cabaret to comedy, there’s something happening seven nights a week. Check online for performance times and to make advanced reservations.

Burlesque at Can Can
Can Can’s underground setting is evocative of Paris at the turn of the 20th century. With ever-changing entertainment, the venue transforms several times a year as new shows feature inventive scenic design, choreography, music and costuming. Try the kitchen’s seasonal dishes and craft cocktails from the bar.

Improv Comedy at Unexpected Productions
Laugh the night away with live improvisational comedy in the Market Theater! Veteran improv artists perform ten shows a week, doing what they do best: creating spontaneous, quick-witted and hilarious stories on the fly. You will also find fringe theater, themed nights and improv festivals.

Trapeze & Cabaret at The Pink Door
Since its inception, The Pink Door has provided nightly entertainment designed to amuse, provoke and sometimes enlighten (there is Tarot, after all!). From a trapeze artist dangling from the 20-foot ceiling to kinetic jazz ensembles, be dazzled by free performances while enjoying delicious Italian-American food.

Chef Demos in the Atrium Kitchen
The Pike Place Market Atrium Kitchen brings together the abundance of local seasonal ingredients with top chefs, rising culinary stars, and you! Take hands-on classes in pasta and pie making, learn how to roll your own sushi or explore dining options from pop-ups to sit-down themed dinners. Bon appetit!

For a current calendar of special evening events, visit pikeplacemarket.org/events.